
Liliana Hernandez Montes and forced
disappearance of Álvaro Ignacio Ordóñez
What ended up joining the fate of these two characters
was the desire for power and enrichment.

BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, May 26, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- You can not talk about threats,
torture, kidnapping, murder and/or the forced
disappearance of politician and MD Alvaro Ignacio
Ordóñez without first explaining who Liliana Hernandez
Montes is : an unknown lawyer, thirsty for power and
money, decides to cross the path of Alvaro Ignacio
Ordóñez a future mayor of la Villa of San Benito Abad,
Sucre. She infiltrates recognised families in the region,
far  from her origins, meaning with no class affiliations,
poised for results, without a real culture. At 16-years of
age she pretends to be rebel:  Using the old method of
small-town women, she conceived two children: Silvio
Alfredo Padron Hernandez and Andres Padron
Hernandez both became involved in corruption-
participation in the future business dealings and
carousel of contracts. This immoral woman's
subsequent university studies and her new family
situation gave her for a certain period the appeal of a
"respectable dame". When her marriage fell apart, the

aforementioned children were raised by Sonia Sunana Montes Sierra and Alfredo Hernandez
Solipas, her parents who live in a populist working-class neighbourhood. 
Alvaro Ignacio Ordóñez came from a good family, was cheerful, friendly, handsome, charismatic and
very much a womaniser. He liked beautiful women and they loved him. Although the ambitious lawyer

The great problem for Liliana
Hernandez Montes as we will
see, was that when she came
into Dr. Ordóñez's life he
already had a son in the
region which was without a
doubt his biological offspring.
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concerned was lacklustre, obese, without charisma,
hypocritical, manipulative, from a young age she had
observed that local success had little to do with attractive
features. The power of money mattered; it didn't matter if the
person was ugly or beautiful. In the field of coastal policy,
contracts and power were situated within alcoves.
Subsequently, the millions stolen from the state allowed her to
undergo multiple plastic surgeries that now made her look
more acceptable. Dr Ordóñez  and this corrupt Liliana
Hernandez matched just because  both had coastal origins.
He had  roots in Cartagena and her in paramilitary regions
Monteria and Sincelejo.He graduated as Medical Doctor from

the University of Cartagena. In Sucre's region he had become distinguished as an excellent
surgeon. His dad, a Medical Doctor from Cartagena, kept him abreast of the techniques of success,
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guiding him from an early age. Ordóñez's talent led him to become the most appreciated surgeon in
the region. He liked that place but especially as an escape since it was the case from very young that
he  flew away from a deleterious family environment where reigned a pathologically violent mother.
The farther could can get from it the better he felt. He could not know, however, that when he became
mayor of San Benito Abad the family past would catch up with him. 
Liliana Hernandez's goal was to find a way to get out of her house. She never had a wide view of
things but rather was firmly inculcated in the views of the region. She neither bonded nor breeder with
the local bourgeoisie. Instead she has complexes because of her looks and developed an impetuous
desire to position herself in certain social spheres. This prompted her to learn how to be corrupt in her
career, in her public and private life, things in which she became an expert, outstanding! Her
subsequent history is a legacy of corruption, a lack of morality, learned within her family in business
dealings on which she bequeaths benefits on all them, including the children he has had with different
men. The goal was always to make them all forget her youth escapades. Clearly, to possess without
looking at the source of the money was an emotional value within the Hernandez, including the
children of this woman. The Hernandez Montes are certainly honourable scammers : sisters and
brothers were known from Coast to Bogota from running behind political contracts. Hernandez's
brother was in ruin when Dr. Ordóñez appeared in the landscape but with contracts managed by his
sister Liliana at the town hall of  San Benito Abad and other places, he thrived in the agricultural
machinery industry. Scriptures prove that one of his SAS currently reports a profit where their family
members are included, mainly including his wife. It is worth pointing out that the money has never
been able to buy them any social prestige. They continue to reflect the image of rural Hillbilly
commoners. Hernandez corrupt sister Silvia stole in 2012 the statutes of a small business set up by
the sister in law of Dr. Ordóñez. It is to her and her family that Silvio Padron the son of the corrupt
lawyer, uttered threats against the only sister of Dr. Ordóñez, stating that "she could never again
return to Colombia" simply because she sought to know what happened to her brother! 
Dr. Ordóñez forged in Sincelejo great social support and para-political influence, people who saw him
as a chance to replace the ruling bourgeoisie. His popularity was advantageous. The corrupt lawyer
Hernandez handling the main business managed to achieve power to embed his life in Bogota,
increasingly influential realms and got herself appointed as political adviser to Dr.Ordóñez's
office...she also broke into his bedroom! In her calculated plan she claimed to become pregnant by
Dr. Ordóñez. With her same handwriting she announced this event and intrusions into the politics to
the only sister of Dr. Ordóñez, asking her to be the godmother of that child!  He never pronounced on
this decision because Ordóñez himself and the region knew the joyful debacles in the bedroom of the
woman attorney and those who were said to play star roles there. 
The great problem for Hernandez was the son Ordóñez already had. Although he wanted to preserve
his freedom, his mother had as a targeted mission in this situation to hide the presence of the
grandson she had in Sucre. She despised the fact that he came from humble beginnings. The
maternal influence was disastrous. The manipulation of that mother on her sons ended up destroying
an entire family. Pressing entry of the corrupt Hernandez Montes in her family and in the lives of her
sons she signed the death warrant of her own son...unconsciously, but irrevocably .
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